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Josh Isaacson will follow with a mini-review of the 
theory important for the measurement (not the possible
theory explanations of the result, which would take a full day)

Many of the figures are borrowed from Ashutosh Kotwal’s 
seminar at Fermilab. 
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No motivation needed for the importance of W mass measurements



The experiment (my home for almost 2 decades)

restrict lepton 
measurements
to |h|<1, where
measurement precision
is greatest



Tevatron vs LHC experiments

CDF has a smaller detector, smaller magnetic field, smaller precision tracking region, 
smaller collaboration than ATLAS. 

But it also has smaller PDF uncertainties, smaller pileup and smaller “QCD” effects, as
well as decades of experience. In addition, in comparison to the LHC experiments, it is
a noiseless detector.
So expect very competitive measurements of mW. 

only 5% of overall W production involves 2nd generation quarks



The measurement

lx

W mass can be determined through pT of lepton, pT of neutrino, and transverse mass, 
in both electron and muon channels, for both charge signs -> powerful cross-checks;
more symmetry then at LHC because of pbar-p collider

mostly in valence region



Event selection for high purity W sample
l Electron 

• track: 30<pT<55 GeV
l Muon

• track: 30<pT<55 GeV
l Missing transverse momentum

• 30<pT<55 GeV
l Recoil u

• |u|<15 GeV
• similar to a cut on W pT

l W selection (for mass)
• one (and only one) lepton, 

|hl|<1, missing transverse 
momentum, |u|<15 GeV

• 60<mT<100 GeV
l Z selection

• two leptons, opposite sign
• 66<mll<116 GeV

l Data set of 8.8 fb-1, 
collected from Feb 
2002-Sept 2011

Very good background rejection;
mis-identification backgrounds ~ 0.5% 



Calibration
l Tracker

• alignment of COT using 
cosmic rays

• COT momentum scale 
constrained using J/y->µµ
and U->µµ

• confirmed using Z->µµ
l EM calorimeter

• momentum scale 
transferred to EM 
calorimeter using E/p 
spectrum

• confirmed using Z->ee
l Hadronic recoil modeling

• pT-balance in Z->ll events

l Custom Monte Carlo detector 
simulation, with tracks and photons 
propagated through a high-resolution 
3-D lookup table of material properties



(Blinded) Z->µµ mass check (momentum scale)



(Blinded) Z->ee mass check (energy scale)



Signal simulation and template fitting

l Signals simulated using custom fast Monte Carlo
l W mass extracted from 6 kinematic distributions

• transverse mass
• charged lepton pT
• neutrino pT (missing ET)
• both electron and muon channels



Theory-level predictions

l Predictions for W/Z production and 
decay provided by ResBos
� with multiple radiative photons 

generated by PHOTOS
l Characterize transverse momentum 

distributions; at low pT, have tunable 
non-perturbative parameters

The version used is NNLL+NLO. See
Josh’s talk for impact of higher orders
and of PDFs.

(non-perturbative Sudakov factor)



restrict W mass fit 
range to that shown by
arrows; a bit more 
restrictive then purity
cuts





mT pTl pTn

e 30 6.7 0.9

µ 34.2 18.7 9.5

Weights in combination (%)

mT is the most 
important





Comparison to result with 2 fb-1

l Statistical precision of the measurement improves by 
almost a factor of 2

l Analysis improvements have reduced systematic errors
• COT alignment and drift model and uniformity of the 

EM calorimeter response
• accuracy and robustness of detector response and 

resolution model in the simulation
• updates of theoretical inputs->see Josh’s talk

l Improved understanding of PDFs and track 
reconstruction would have increased previous 
measurement by 13.5 MeV to 80,400.5 MeV 
(consistency with new measurement at the level of 1%)



Comparison



Some concluding throughts
l Fits with three different observables, with two lepton 

flavors, are all consistent, but inconsistent with SM 
prediction, and with many other measurements of W mass

l Could there be some common systematic(s) among all six 
of the CDF analyses? 

l Would it be worthwhile to do a W-mass analysis of Z-> 
ee/µµ?
• it will be statistics limited, but confirmation of the central 

value would add an extra degree of robustness. 
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We know the direction that all of these ships are sailing. The question is whether
it will be worth the trip. (And whether it will take 20 years to get back.) 


